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Executive Summary
This document forms the Marine Works sub-CoCP within the Wylfa Newydd Project. It
covers the marine aspects of the construction of the Main Power Station Site, i.e. those
related to the intake and outfall of the Cooling Water System, Marine Off-Loading Facility
(MOLF) and breakwater structures. It also covers operation of the MOLF during
construction of the Main Power Station Site.
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1

Introduction

1.1.1

As the Wylfa Newydd Development Consent Order (DCO) Project covers a
number of discrete locations, the overarching Wylfa Newydd Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) (Application Reference Number: 8.6) covers
project-wide aspects of the Wylfa Newydd Project regardless of site/location.
Sub-CoCPs are provided for each location and underpin the Wylfa Newydd
CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6). Sub-CoCPs provide only the
controls relevant to that location.

1.1.2

This document forms the Marine Works sub-CoCP within the Wylfa Newydd
Project. It covers the marine aspects of the construction of the Main Power
Station Site, i.e. those related to the intake and outfall of the Cooling Water
System, Marine Off-Loading Facility (MOLF) and breakwater structures. It
also covers operation of the MOLF during construction of the Main Power
Station Site. The Main Power Station Site sub-CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.7) covers the onshore/terrestrial aspects of the construction of the
Main Power Station Site, including the terrestrial parts of the MOLF.

1.1.3

Figure 1-1 shows the area of works covered by this sub-CoCP. The
delineation between the area of works covered by the Main Power Station Site
and this sub-CoCP has been defined as the mean high water mark (at the time
the works are undertaken). Where Marine Works span this line (such as
blasting of the rock outcrop that will take place as part of the Marine Works),
then the Marine Works sub-CoCP will apply.

1.1.4

The principal works associated with this sub-CoCP are as follows:
• removal of rock outcrop(s);
• construction and use of a temporary access ramp;
• construction of the Cooling Water System intake and outfall, breakwaters,
temporary causeway and MOLF (bulk material and Roll-on Roll-off (RoRo));
• dry marine excavation, including blasting;
• wet marine excavation, including dredging;
• installation (and removal) of cofferdams for Cooling Water intake and
outfall construction;
• excavation and construction of Cooling Water intake and outfall including
tunnelling;
• construction of temporary berth, layby berth and pontoon;
• operation of the MOLF; and
• disposal of material (rock and sediment) from marine excavation.

1.1.5

Site-specific controls that would mitigate the effects of the construction works
are detailed. Where the controls of construction practice are covered
adequately by the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6),
those controls are not repeated in this sub-CoCP. Therefore, where no sitePage 2
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specific controls are specified here, reference should be made to the Wylfa
Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6). In the event of a conflict
between the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and
this sub-CoCP, the commitments in this sub-CoCP prevail.
1.1.6

This sub-CoCP sets out the site-specific controls to be complied with, covering
the following aspects of the Wylfa Newydd Project construction:
• communications and community and stakeholder liaison;
• general site management;
• traffic and transport;
• public access management;
• air quality;
• noise and vibration;
• waste and materials
contamination);

management

(including

soils

and

land

• water management;
• ecology and landscape management; and
1.1.7

• cultural heritage.
Both the Main Power Station Site sub-CoCP (Application Reference Number:
8.7) and Marine Works sub-CoCP should be read together along with the
Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) to understand the
full suite of controls for the entirety of the Wylfa Newydd Development Area. If
there is a conflict between the controls of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP
(Application Reference Number: 8.6) and this sub-CoCP, then those detailed
in this sub-CoCP will prevail.
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Figure 1-1 Area covered by the Marine Works sub-CoCP. The Marine Works sub-CoCP also includes the Disposal Site at Holyhead North.
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2

Approach to environmental management

2.1.1

This section is included here to maintain the structure of this sub-CoCP in
accordance with the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number:
8.6), in order to enable easier cross-referencing between the two documents
and other sub-CoCPs. Refer to section 2 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP
(Application Reference Number: 8.6) for full information on Horizon’s
approach to environmental management, which is consistent across the Wylfa
Newydd Project.
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3

Communications and community/stakeholder
liaison management strategy

3.1

General

3.1.1

Horizon’s communications and community/stakeholder liaison management is
based on the controls set out in the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application
Reference Number: 8.6) and any further controls set out in this sub-CoCP.

3.1.2

The general mitigation controls to be implemented for communications and
community/stakeholder liaison are described in section 3 of the Wylfa Newydd
CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6).

3.1.3

There are no further site-specific controls in relation to communications and
community/stakeholder liaison for this sub-CoCP.
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4

General site management strategy

4.1

General

4.1.1

Horizon’s general site management is based on the controls set out in the
Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any further
controls set out in this sub-CoCP.

4.1.2

The general mitigation controls to be implemented for site management are
described in section 4 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.6).

4.1.3

In addition, the below outlines specific measures to be implemented during
the construction of the marine aspects of the Main Power Station Site.

4.2

Working hours

4.2.1

As stated in the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6),
the working hours and shift patterns for the various parts of the Wylfa Newydd
Project are contained in sub-CoCPs.

4.2.2

The working hours required for the Marine Works will be similar to the Main
Construction works; multiple shift working will be required with 24-hours-perday, seven-days-per-week working in order to deliver a viable construction
schedule in the marine environment.

4.2.3

However, blasting in the dry behind the coffer dam will only be undertaken
Monday to Friday between 10:00 hours and 16:00 hours, and Saturday
between 10:00 and 13:00 hours, while drilling and packing for the blasting
would occur between 07:00 and 19:00.

4.2.4

If construction work is required at these sites outside these hours, this will be
identified by Horizon and justified in a Section 61 (S61) Control of Pollution
Act 1974 (CoPA) application, which will be made to the Isle of Anglesey
County Council (IACC) in advance of the works.

4.3

Site lighting

4.3.1

Construction lighting will be designed to reduce light spill onto sensitive
receptors to below thresholds where significant effects are predicted, where
practicable.
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5

Traffic and transport management strategy

5.1

General

5.1.1

Horizon’s traffic and transport management is based on the controls set out in
the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any further
controls set out in this sub-CoCP.

5.1.2

The general mitigation controls to be implemented for traffic and transport are
described in section 5 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.6).

5.1.3

In addition, the measures below outline specific measures to be implemented
during the construction of the marine aspects of the Main Power Station Site.

5.2

Site specific controls

5.2.1

Horizon will comply with the established industry practice and legislative
controls as detailed in table-5-1 and expanded upon in sections 5.2 to 5.7
below.
Table 5-1 Standard controls
Requirement

Description

Communications equipment

Appropriate
use
of
communications
equipment between the port area and
incoming/outgoing vessels.

Notice to mariners

Issued weekly by the Admiralty to advise
mariners of important matters affecting
navigational safety.

Safe systems of work

Safe working methods to be established at
the port to eliminate or reduce risks
associated with the identified hazards.

International
[RD1]

Emergency
equipment

COLREGS Adherence to the international COLREGS,
which set out the navigation rules to be
followed by ships and other vessels at sea to
prevent collisions between two or more
vessels.
services To be provided shoreside for immediate use
by emergency services in the event of a
marine incident.

Safety operating procedures

A set of written instructions that document a
routine activity, intended to reduce risk and
assist with staff training.
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Visual observation

Crew on board vessels to be aware of other
vessels in their path to allow deviation if
required.

Shoreside signage

Provide individuals who are unfamiliar with
methods and regulations with information, to
reduce risk of marine incidents.

Tidal levels

Tide level observed on-site and made
available to vessels to inform navigation.

Vessel safety procedures

Vessels to have their own safety procedures
on-board to manage marine incidents, should
they occur.

Standards
of
Training, Sets qualification standards for masters,
Certification
and officers and watch personnel on seagoing
Watchkeeping for Seafarers merchant ships to ensure suitably qualified
[RD2]
personnel in vessel operation.

5.3

Passage planning

Plan of a vessel’s voyage from start to finish
to prepare for hazards that may be
encountered and reduce impacts associated
with these hazards.

Inspections and surveys

Port and flag state inspections and surveys of
vessels to ensure they are fit for use, reducing
chances of vessel-related marine incidents.

Notification of vessel defects

Requirement for vessels to notify the port of
any vessel defects, allowing for appropriate
accommodation of the vessel.

Weather forecasting

Advance warning and weather forecasts
gained from available internet resources and
met ocean forecasts.

Notice of hazardous cargo

Advance warning of hazardous cargo to
ensure appropriate measures are put in place
for its handling.

Tug/workboat certification

Ensures that tugs/workboats are fit for
purpose.

Tow survey

Carried out by classification society to set
maximum limits for wind and wave heights.

Legal duty
Harbour Authority powers

5.3.2

Various Acts will be incorporated by the DCO to become the Special Act for
Wylfa Newydd, as defined in the Harbours, Docks and Piers Clauses Act
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1847. National legislation will be incorporated in the Special Act for Wylfa
Newydd, including:
• the Merchant Shipping Act 1995;
• the Harbours, Docks and Piers Clauses Act 1847;
• the Harbours Act 1964; and
5.3.3

• the Dangerous Vessels Act 1985.
Directions (General) will be issued by the Harbour Authority as a set of
instructions and general rules that all users of the harbour area must follow.
This power will be obtained through the DCO.

5.3.4

Directions (Special) will be issued by the Harbour Master (or equivalent). This
power provides a key control for directing traffic and controlling marine
situations within the harbour.

5.3.5

Once Horizon achieve Statutory Harbour Authority status, the following
legislation will provide further duties and powers.
• the Railways and Transport Safety Act 2003; and
• the Merchant Shipping
Regulations 2012.

(Accident

Reporting

and

Investigation)

Contingency planning
5.3.6

Horizon as the Harbour Authority will create or provide detailed plans and
procedures to follow in the event of an emergency in the form of a Port
Emergency Plan. The Port Emergency Plan would include measures that the
Harbour Authority would need to have in place to accommodate the controls
of the Emergency Services in the event of an emergency.

5.3.7

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency require an OPRC ((International
Convention on) Oil pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation) Plan
[RD3] to be in place and approved by them prior to the commencement of
Marine Works at the site. An oil spill contingency plan will detail actions to be
taken in the event of oil spill.

5.3.8

Contingency plan exercises will be carried out as appropriate to test the
Harbour Authority's (marine facing) emergency plan.

5.3.9

Port marine personnel will be trained to use contingency plans and associated
equipment.

Competent Harbour Authority
5.3.10 Following a review of the need for pilotage, Horizon will establish a pilotage
service, including pilotage directions.
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5.4

Port Marine Safety Code compliance

5.4.1

Horizon will develop a Marine Safety Management System to provide
guidance and procedures to allow safe operations within the harbour. This
will be established prior to operations and based on risk assessments.

5.4.2

The Marine Safety Management System is a requirement of the Port Marine
Safety Code [RD4], set out by the UK Government and provides:
• the management system for hazards and risks, and preparations for
emergencies for a port.
• the mechanism by which port specific customs and practices are
formalised and documented, to ensure continuity with staff changes.
• safety policies and procedures specific to the port and confirms roles and
responsibilities.

5.4.3

• regular reviews and performance monitoring of the safety of the port.
Regular scheduled hydrographic surveys will be undertaken in line with Port
Marine Safety Code controls.

5.4.4

The dredging programme will be informed by the results of the hydrographic
surveys.

5.5

Port services and vessel traffic monitoring

5.5.1

A Local Port Service will be established to provide a command and control
centre for marine operations relating to vessel activity and on-the-water
activity, in line with the guidance in the Maritime and Coastal Agency’s Marine
Guidance Note [RD5]. It will be staffed by trained operatives using a range of
sensor equipment, including an Automatic Identification System receiver to
inform and update vessel masters of the prevalent conditions.
Its
responsibilities could potentially include coordination of marine responses,
coordination of emergency responses, closed-circuit television monitoring of
the harbour area and being a point of contact for all harbour operations. The
Local Port Service will also include a broadcast of detailed movement
information within the harbour, including information on local weather
conditions and any safety-related issues.

5.5.2

All dredge/construction vessels involved in the Project, including barges, will
carry an Automatic Identification System (A or B), which will be monitored by
Local Port Service marine personnel.

5.5.3

The Seastate model will be used throughout the construction phase of the
MOLF to predict weather conditions and downtime.

5.5.4

Horizon will obtain a licence for a dedicated Very High Frequency channel
from the Office of Communications, with information updated in the Admiralty
List of Radio Signals.

5.5.5

Horizon will ensure the availability of appropriate harbour tugs to escort
vessels through the breakwaters to the berth.
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5.5.6

Horizon will ensure an appropriate safety boat capable of recovering a man
overboard is on call to be available in the event of emergency.

5.6

Publication of marine safety information

5.6.1

Harbour Authority information will be published in notices to mariners, which
will detail ongoing safety and awareness information to harbour users and to
local vessels navigating within the area.

5.6.2

Large-scale electronic navigational charts will be provided by the UK
Hydrographic Office for vessels using the harbour area.

5.6.3

Guidance for small craft will be provided in the form of informative
management of leisure traffic by the liaison team, written information to the
Royal Yachting Association and local yacht clubs, and as a web based
resource.

5.7

Safety zone

5.7.1

A safety zone will be determined and set by the Harbour Authority within its
jurisdiction to restrict or manage access to parts of the harbour for safety
reasons.

5.8

Protective fendering

5.8.1

Protective fendering suitable for the vessels used will be in place on temporary
berths, jetties and quays, and at breakwaters to stop vessels making contact
with the structure and rock armour.

5.9

Aids to navigation

5.9.1

Horizon will ensure appropriate aids to navigation are provided to light the
works appropriately. The location and type of aid will be determined after
consultation with Trinity House.
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6

Public access management strategy

6.1

General

6.1.1

Horizon’s public access management is based on the controls set out in the
Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any further
controls set out in this sub-CoCP.

6.1.2

No public access will be permitted to the Marine Works construction area.
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7

Air quality management strategy

7.1

General

7.1.1

Horizon’s air quality management is based on the controls set out in the Wylfa
Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any further controls
set out in this sub-CoCP.

7.1.2

The general mitigation controls to be implemented for air quality are described
in section 7 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6).

7.1.3

Dust management and construction plant emissions management for the
Marine Works will be parallel to that detailed in section 7 of the Main Power
Station Site sub-CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.7).

7.2

Dust emissions

7.2.1

In addition to the measures set out in section 7.3 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP,
the following site specific measures are also required:
• on-site haul routes will be inspected for integrity and any necessary
repairs to the surface will be instigated as soon as reasonably practicable;
• hard surfaced haul routes will be installed, where practicable;
• hard surfaced haul routes will be damped down with fixed or mobile
sprinkler systems, or mobile water bowsers, and cleaned regularly;
• a maximum speed limit will be set for vehicles on surfaced and
unsurfaced roads to secure health and safety of workers and keep
airborne dusts within acceptable limits for sensitive receptors;
• haul roads will be capped with suitable materials and techniques, which
will have a lower potential for emitting dust than unsurfaced haul roads;
• for use of on-site crushing equipment required during demolition
activities, all crushing equipment will be designed and operated in
accordance with the most recent version of the Process Guidance Note
3/16 for mobile crushing and screening [RD1], where relevant; and
• for smaller supplies of fine powder materials, containers will be sealed
after use and stored to prevent dust generation.

7.3

Emissions from plant and machinery

7.3.1

Site power to support construction is scheduled to be available nine months
after granting of the DCO and is a predecessor for the establishment of site
compounds and accommodation. The installation of the site power will reduce
the need to use diesel generators to power the site compounds.

7.3.2

A comprehensive air quality monitoring and reporting scheme will be
developed in discussion with the IACC and Natural Resources Wales (NRW),
including agreement of thresholds and additional achievement criteria to
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ensure compliance with the appropriate environmental standards. Since the
scheme is in development it will continue to be developed with the regulator
and finalised for approval prior to the start of construction. Where necessary
additional modelling and assessment will be undertaken to support the
development of the scheme as it matures. In order to achieve the appropriate
environmental standards, the scheme will include a range of measures to
achieve that outcome as set out below.
• A fleet mix that will include newer Non Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM)
complying with the EU Stage IV NRMM emissions standards (i.e. plant
generally manufactured after 2014), which emit 80% less NOx than Stage
IIIB plant.
• Active and on-going management of the plant and machinery operating
in close proximity to the key exceedance areas where an impact is
predicted (e.g. the area close to R14 and R15 and Tre'r Goff SSSI based
on modelling of the peak earthworks and marine works construction
scenario).

7.3.3

7.3.4

• Use of continuous NOx and NO2 monitoring to track compliance against
the Air Quality Objectives (AQOs), critical levels and mitigation objectives,
including appropriate feedback mechanisms to ensure the emissions
management scheme can be adapted to respond to measured
exceedances or elevated concentrations.
This will include
measurements at up to four suitable locations representative of long-term
human receptor exposure locations identified in the assessment where
exceedances of the one-hour mean AQO could occur (i.e. representative
of the residential properties to the east of Cemlyn Bay, close to the Wylfa
Newydd Development Area e.g. at or close to R15) and other locations
where lower increases were predicted but are representative of larger
populations (i.e. Tregele and Cemaes). The continuous monitoring will
be supplemented with passive NO2 diffusion tube monitoring at a greater
number of locations to track the changes in annual mean NO2
concentrations. NOx monitoring would also be undertaken at an
appropriate location on the boundary of the Tre’r Gof SSSI.
With regard to human receptors, the main achievement criteria will be to
prevent an exceedance of the NO2 AQOs. Continuous monitoring of NO2 will
be used to identify exceedances of the one-hour mean AQO and identify the
need to alter the emissions management scheme. Passive NO2 diffusion tube
monitoring will also be used to track the changes in annual mean NO2
concentrations.
With regard to ecological receptors, the aim of the mitigation is to reduce the
potential for NOx emissions (and associated deposition of nitrogen and acid)
to cause adverse effects at Tre’r Gof SSSI. This will be managed through the
proposed air quality monitoring, combined with the habitat
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management/botanical monitoring and direct mitigation measures set out in
the Main Power Station Site sub-CoCP.
7.3.5

The main achievement criteria will be to prevent an exceedance of the NO2
AQOs. Continuous monitoring of NO2 will be used to identify exceedances of
the one-hour mean AQO and identify the need to alter the emissions
management scheme. Passive NO2 diffusion tube monitoring will also be
used to track the changes in annual mean NO2 concentrations. Regular
reports will be made to the IACC and NRW and an on-line web access system
to the monitoring system set up.

7.3.6

Regular reports will be made to the IACC and NRW and an on-line web access
system to the monitoring system and monitoring data set up.

7.3.7

It is noted that the NO2 monitoring set out here is the same as that described
in the Main Power Station Site sub-CoCP (Application Reference Number:
8.7).

7.4

Dust and air quality monitoring

7.4.1

The dust and air quality monitoring set out here are the same as that described
in the Main Power Station Site sub-CoCP (Application Reference Number:
8.7).

7.4.2

Horizon will undertake dust deposition monitoring using passive Frisbee-type
dust deposition gauges. Monitoring and processing of dust samples to be in
accordance with the protocol for using the dry Frisbee dust deposit gauge
[RD3], or equivalent approach. Dust deposition sampling will be undertaken
on a monthly basis.

7.4.3

Horizon will undertake continuous monitoring of particulates (total particulates,
PM10 and PM2.5) using an Osiris optical particulate analyser.

7.4.4

The dust and air quality monitoring will commence prior to any construction
works and continue until all the construction works are complete.

7.4.5

The approach and scope of the dust and air quality monitoring for the main
site will include the following controls.
• Up to five dust deposition gauges and five Osiris dust monitors will be
installed. These will potentially be located close to the site boundary at
Cemaes, Tregele, in the area close to Felin Cafnan and another secure
location at or close to the southern or eastern boundary and a control
location away from the Wylfa Newydd Development Area. Dust
deposition gauges will also be installed at or close to Tre’r Gof SSSI and
Cae Gwyn SSSI
• All monitoring locations will be agreed with the IACC and NRW.
• Ecological inspections will be undertaken at Tre’r Gof SSSI against which
any adverse effects resulting from dust deposition during Main
Construction can be identified. This will be used to identify if further action
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is required to prevent further dust deposition or damage to the vegetation.
This will be achieved via additional mitigation, management or alteration
of the dust causing activities, and through appropriate direct management
practices within Tre’r Gof SSSI. These inspections could be extended to
the other ecological sites of lower sensitivity as required.
The amber and red trigger levels for dust deposition at ecological receptors
will be 150mg/m2/day and 200 mg/m2/day. Should any of the monthly
measured dust deposition rates exceed an amber or red trigger level then
those review and action measures relevant to ecological receptors set out in
the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) will be
followed.

7.4.7

Amber and red trigger levels will be set for the PM10 concentrations based on
preventing exceedances of the 24-hour mean air quality objective to control
long term increases in particulate concentrations as far as reasonably
practicable. The thresholds will be agreed with the IACC.

7.4.8

Should an amber or red trigger level be exceeded the following actions would
be implemented:
• the relevant site team would be informed;
• the meteorological conditions for the preceding hours (e.g. wind speed
and direction) would be reviewed;
• the concentrations to the other monitoring data, including those recorded
at the control location would be compared.

7.4.9

Based on the above reviews, if site activities are identified as the cause of the
exceedance of the trigger levels, the following actions will be taken (response
will be proportionate to whether the exceedance is due to an amber or red
trigger level):
• wind direction would be reviewed to identify on-site sources;
• a visual inspection would be carried out to identify or confirm potential
sources;
• if site activities are determined to be contributing to the exceedance of the
trigger level, the specific site works and current mitigation measures shall
be reviewed;
• other feasible and reasonable measures (which may include additional
dust suppression, altering working methods, temporary suspension of the
specific activity) would be implemented,
• the monitoring data would continue to be reviewed to check the
effectiveness of actions.

7.4.10 All exceedances of triggers levels and outcomes and responses will be
recorded. The amber and red trigger levels may be adjusted during the
construction works in agreement with the IACC and/or NRW following review
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of the effectiveness of the thresholds to indicate the potential for adverse
effects at off-site locations.
7.4.11 Regular reports will be made to the IACC and NRW and an on-line web access
system to the monitoring system and monitoring data set up.
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8

Noise and vibration management strategy

8.1

General

8.1.1

Horizon’s noise and vibration management is based on the controls set out in
the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any further
controls set out in this sub-CoCP.

8.1.2

The general mitigation controls to be implemented for noise and vibration are
described in section 8 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.6).

8.1.3

In addition, the measures below outline specific measures to be implemented
during the construction of the marine aspects of the Main Power Station Site.

8.2

Underwater noise

8.2.1

The following construction activities during the Marine Works are considered
as sources of underwater noise.
• Dredging – Dredging will be undertaken to prepare the seabed for marine
construction and will use either a backhoe dredger or a cutter-suction
dredger.
• Rock breaking – Rock within the outer harbour will be fractured and
removed using a rock breaker, with work scheduled to extend for up to 16
months.
• Rock cutting – During the construction of the semi-dry cofferdam, a rock
cutter will be used to cut a trench along the seabed prior to the placement
of rock.
• Drilling – Drilling operations are required to install the pre-bored piles for
the MOLF and cofferdam construction.

8.2.2

In undertaking piling activities, best practice guidance will be followed
including guidance for minimising the risk of injury to marine mammals from
piling noise detailed by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee 2010,
Statutory nature conservation agency protocol for minimising the risk of injury
to marine mammals from piling noise [MTAN - BS647-2] [RD6]. This guidance
includes the controls listed below.
• Establishment of a mitigation zone around the construction site.
• Only commence construction operations during the hours of daylight and
good visibility (observers should be able to monitor the full extent of the
mitigation zone).
• Visual monitoring by Marine Mammal Observer(s) (MMOs).
• Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM).
• Pre-construction activity searches for marine mammals.
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• Delay if marine mammals detected within the mitigation zone.
• Soft-start of construction activity for a period of not less than 20 minutes.
• Pre-construction activity search and soft-start procedure should be
repeated before construction activity recommences, if construction
activity operations pause for a period of greater than 10 minutes.
• Clear communication between the MMOs/PAM operators and the
construction activity operators.
• Reports detailing the construction activity and marine mammal mitigation,
the ‘MMO and PAM reports’, should be sent to the relevant conservation
agency after the end of the construction activity.

8.3

Airborne noise

8.3.1

Blasting inside the temporary cofferdam will be carried out in the dry for
approximately seven months. The number of blasts will likely be three times
per day, seven days per week, with blast events scheduled to occur at set
times during daylight hours only. Drilling activities prior to blasting will need
to be undertaken during both day and night.

8.3.2

Horizon’s developed blast noise prediction model predicts that the large
majority of rock blasting will result in received noise at the tern colony islands
in Cemlyn Lagoon of 60dB or less; this is below the threshold that has been
observed to elicit any response.

8.3.3

These noise level commitments will apply from April 15th August 15th (unless
otherwise stated). The 15th April date will be guided by information from the
North Wales Wildlife Trust on when the first terns/Black-headed Gulls typically
arrive to set up a colony.

8.3.4

During construction works, noise levels will be measured at the tern colony
either through direct monitoring on the island or through calculation from
monitoring from adjacent locations.

8.3.5

Where monitored noise levels are found to be above the various committed
noise levels (below), the following actions will be undertaken immediately:
• review works in the area likely to be causing the breach and consider any
necessary mitigation actions (including if necessary, temporary
suspension of works);
• confirm that monitored levels are not being impacted by other noise or
vibration sources;
• determine whether the exceedance is due to a particular activity or item
of equipment, and if so, identify if the equipment can be substituted for
an alternative piece of equipment;
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• implement other feasible and reasonable measures (which may include
modifying time of works, using an alternate construction methodology, or
a combination of these); and
• continue monitoring (including additional monitoring, if required) to verify
that the control measures have reduced the noise levels to acceptable
level at the relevant receptors.

Main earthworks
8.3.6

During the Main Earthworks (anticipated to be for the first two years, but to be
kept under review)
• Blasting on the site will only be undertaken when, taking into account
wind factors, noise shielding and other mitigation, the predicted blast
noise at the colony will be less than 60 dB or daily ambient noise at the
colony (whichever is higher).
• Day-time construction noise at the colony will not exceed 59 dB LAeq, 1-hour
This is based on modelled noise level of 58.6 dB LAeq, 1-hour.
• Night-time (7pm to 7am) maximum construction noise at the colony will
not exceed 43 dB LAeq, 1-hour. This is based on modelled noise level of
42.8 dB LAeq, 1-hour.

Subsequent seasons
8.3.7

During the subsequent seasons, anticipated to be year 3 onwards
• Day-time modelling of construction activities predicts level of 43.7 dB LAeq,
1-hour. Night-time (7pm to 7am) modelling of construction activities predicts
level of 42.4 dB LAeq, 1-hour. Therefore no specific construction noise
commitments are proposed.

8.3.8

However, for subsequent nesting season establishment periods (as defined
below):
• Blasting will only be undertaken when blast noise calculations (including
weather conditions) predict noise levels at the colony of less than 54 dB
LAF,max. This is based on the fact that main blasting will be complete and
only minor or unforeseen blasting requirements will remain.

Establishment period
8.3.9

During main earthworks, in order to allow for the sensitivity of terns arriving
and establishing their nesting colony, additional construction constraints
(below) will be applied during the ‘establishment period’.

8.3.10 The ‘establishment period’ is to be defined as follows:
• The tern nesting site will be monitored from 1st April each year
(historically only very few terns arrive before early April each year).
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• The establishment period will be four weeks, to be taken as starting on
15th April unless significant nest establishment is observed ahead of this
date, in which case it will begin earlier.
• The activities that constitute the establishment of nesting territories by
any tern species that is a qualifying feature of the Morwenoliaid Ynys
Môn/Anglesey Terns SPA are aerial display flights over the nesting
islands and/or performing courtship behaviour on the ground by scrape
making. In addition to these activities taking place, the frequency of
occurrence of such activity is important in defining the establishment
period, and Horizon will agree the basis for determining the start of the
establishment period (including observed activity and frequency of
occurrence) with NRW.
• Trained observers (who will be professional, independent ornithologists
with detailed knowledge of terns) will monitor black-headed gull to
determine if their nesting behaviour appears to be affected by
construction noise. If there is a lack or low numbers (based on blackheaded gull status and trends) of recorded black-headed gull nesting
attempts at the Cemlyn colony, the mitigation measures defined below
will be initiated at an earlier point in time (i.e. prior to 15th April).
8.3.11 The constraint period would be as the ‘establishment period’ and apply for no
more than four weeks but would end earlier if [>c.50%] of the Sandwich terns
expected to be present in the colony are considered to have begun egg-laying
and be sitting on nests [quantum to be agreed with NRW].
8.3.12 During the establishment period for the first two years of construction,
• Blasting on the site will only be undertaken when, taking in account wind
factors, noise shielding and other mitigation, the predicted blast noise at
the colony will be less than 55 dB dB LAF,max or the daily ambient noise
at the colony (whichever is higher)
• Day-time construction noise at the colony will not exceed 55 dB LAeq, 1hour. During this period, Horizon will only undertake works on the far side
Mound E that are not visible from the colony and minimise reworking of
dumped material in this area. Noise modelling of this working pattern
predicts 57.5 dB LAeq, 1-hour. In order to achieve 55 dB LAeq, 1-hour, works
will avoid the most adverse wind conditions (light downwind) for noise
transfer to the colony
• Night-time (7pm to 7am) construction noise at the colony will not exceed
43 dB LAeq, 1-hour. This is based on modelled noise level of 42.8 dB LAeq, 1hour.
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Disturbance at the breeding tern colony from visual stimuli
8.3.13 Between 15th April and 15th May there will be no works undertaken within
500m of the nesting islands and the areas on the shingle ridge that are known
to be used occasionally by nesting terns. This period encompasses the main
pre-laying and nest establishment period for all three tern species at Cemlyn
Bay. Thereafter, there will be no bulk earthworks undertaken within 500m of
any known active tern nests within the Morwenoliaid Ynys Môn/Anglesey
Terns SPA.

Reactive Monitoring
8.3.14 Throughout the nesting periods during the construction phase, if the colony
exhibits fly-up disturbance reactions [to be quantified] as a direct result of
attributable noise events or shows a measurable increase in the incidence of
disturbance events above those recorded during baseline observation works
(undertaken over the 2017 and 2018 breeding seasons), then alternative
methods of working or additional constraints will be applied (including the
option of temporary suspension of works following the protocol defined in
Section 11.4.5).
8.3.15 From the 2017/2018 observational surveys, Horizon will have an agreed
baseline incidence of [c 1.6] fly ups per hour. If the independent observers
record more than three fly ups per hour for which there is no obvious nonHorizon cause, they will get the most obvious disturbing activity ceased. If they
record more than two in the next hour they will get the next most disturbing
activity stopped. The following days works will be planned based on
experiences of this. Ceased activities will start again seven days later, under
observation. If any erratic noisy activity causes an obvious fly up disturbance,
it will be altered or ceased.
8.3.16 In order to attribute noise events responsible for an observed disturbance
reaction of the type defined above to the construction works, Horizon will
establish a real time feedback mechanism between the observers and a
nominated, dedicated site manager. The site manager will have full knowledge
of all construction activities being undertaken and the authority to instigate the
measures necessary on site to prevent recurrence of the disturbing activity.
This feedback mechanism will also allow for consideration of other potentially
disturbing factors not related to the construction works (e.g. aircraft noise) and,
if such third party disturbance is deemed to be responsible in its entirety for
the observed disturbance, no action will be taken.
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9

Waste and materials management strategy,
including soils and land contamination

9.1

General

9.1.1

Horizon’s waste and materials management, including soils and land
contamination, is based on the controls set out in the Wylfa Newydd CoCP
(Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any further controls set out in this
sub-CoCP.

9.1.2

The general mitigation controls to be implemented for waste and materials are
described in section 9 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.6).

9.1.3

Horizon will implement its waste management arrangements before the
Marine Works begin, in accordance with the controls set out in the Wylfa
Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6).

9.1.4

In addition, the measures below outline specific measures to be implemented
during the construction of the marine aspects of the Main Power Station Site.

9.2

Materials management

9.2.1

Any disposal of rock and sediment will be carried out in accordance with the
Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and the Marine
Licence (see section 9.4).

9.2.2

Relevant permits will be in place for the dewatering of dredged materials for
reuse onshore within the Wylfa Newydd Project or at a third-party site.

9.2.3

Where possible, excavated rock material from marine operations will be used
in the construction of marine structures to reduce the volume of material
imported to site and the amount requiring marine disposal.

9.3

Disposal of material at the Holyhead North Disposal
Site

9.3.1

Disposal of material from the Wylfa Newydd Project will be under a Marine
Licence, issued by NRW under the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. The
Marine Licence application will be supported by an Environmental Impact
Assessment carried out in accordance with the Marine Works (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007 as amended by the Marine Works
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations 2015.

9.3.2

Where practicable, disposal of sediment will take place within the central area
of the Disposal Site to mitigate any effects beyond the Disposal Site boundary.
Rock material will be deposited within a micro-sited area of the Disposal Site
(see figure 1-1).

9.3.3

Management measures with regards to marine archaeological remains at the
Disposal Site are detailed in section 12.3.
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Water management strategy

10.1 General
10.1.1 Horizon’s water management is based on the controls set out in the Wylfa
Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any further controls
set out in this sub-CoCP.
10.1.2 The general mitigation controls to be implemented for water management are
described in section 10 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.6).
10.1.3 In addition, the measures below outline specific measures to be implemented
during the construction of the marine aspects of the Main Power Station Site.

10.2 Drainage of the MOLF
10.2.1 Drainage of the MOLF quay will collect surface water via an oil separator (to
remove oily contaminants) and sediment catch-pit (to remove settled solid
materials) before discharge to the sea.

10.3 Dredging of soft sediments
10.3.1 Dredging of soft sediments in Porth-y-pistyll will be restricted to the area
identified in the dredging plan and the duration will be shortened as far as
practicable, in order to reduce suspended solids concentrations and the
release of sediment-bound contaminants.

10.4 Dewatering of groundwater and seawater
10.4.1 ‘Fish-friendly’ pumps will be used for dewatering. Eel and fish transfer pumps
are used by contractors who have to dewater assets/structures that might
contain eels or live fish. The purpose is to transfer/pump fish into other waters
without causing damage to the fish.

10.5 Foul water discharge
10.5.1 Foul water discharge will be to existing Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water Sewage
Treatment Works and to on-site package treatment plants. Foul water will not
be discharged to the surface water environment.
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Ecology and landscape management strategy

11.1 General
11.1.1 Horizon’s ecology and landscape management is based on the controls set
out in the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and any
further controls set out in this sub-CoCP.
11.1.2 The general mitigation controls to be implemented for ecology and landscape
are described in section 11 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.6).
11.1.3 In addition, the measures below outline specific measures to be implemented
during the construction of the marine aspects of the Main Power Station Site.
11.1.4 A suitably qualified and experienced person will be employed during the
construction phase to monitor environmental aspects of the Wylfa Newydd
Project, as set out in section 11 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application
Reference Number: 8.6). For example, where activities necessitate, an
Ecological Clerk of Works will be present to ensure the works proceed in
accordance with good practice guidance and adhere to mitigation measures.

11.2 Habitat enhancements
11.2.1 Marine ecological habitat enhancements measures will be provided in suitable
locations unconstrained by engineering design and functionality, to include
pre-cast ecological units (e.g. rockpools or features similar to bio-blocks) and
modification of the permanent artificial structures (e.g. construction material,
surface roughness or the addition of surface features). The purpose of marine
ecological enhancement measures would be to increase surface and
structural heterogeneity, encouraging the colonisation of native marine
species and the establishment of diverse and productive intertidal and subtidal
habitats within the footprint of the Marine Works.

11.3 Control and protection from the introduction of nonnative species
11.3.1 Where possible, excavated material will be used in the construction of marine
structures to reduce the volume of material imported to site and the amount
requiring marine disposal. This will reduce the possibility of transmitting
invasive non-native species via excavated materials.
11.3.2 Horizon will produce and adhere to a Biosecurity Risk Assessment and
Method Statement based on industry standards.
11.3.1 Horizon will implement a monitoring programme for non-native species. This
will include observational surveys on structures that may provide suitable
substrate for non-native species. Surveys will record presence/abundance of
non-native species with reporting in agreement with Natural Resources Wales
(NRW). An initial pre-construction survey will be undertaken and regular
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surveys would begin once construction of the breakwaters and MOLF is
completed. The frequency and extent of monitoring would reduce over time,
particularly once the MOLF is no longer operational. The ongoing requirement
for monitoring will be regularly reviewed and agreed with NRW.

11.4 Shoreline protection
11.4.1 A method statement to include measures for the protection of existing rocky
shoreline beneath temporary causeway construction. Measures could include:
• provision for limiting the extent of disturbed shoreline;
• placing a protective layer over the shoreline prior to temporary
construction;
• sensitive making good of the intertidal zone on removal of the temporary
causeway, to restore a natural appearance, similar to the adjacent shore,
where practicable.
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Cultural heritage management strategy

12.1 General
12.1.1 Horizon’s cultural heritage management is based on the controls set out in the
Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference Number: 8.6) and this subCoCP.
12.1.2 The general mitigation controls to be implemented for cultural heritage are
described in section 12 of the Wylfa Newydd CoCP (Application Reference
Number: 8.6).
12.1.3 In addition, the measures below outline specific measures to be implemented
during the construction of the marine aspects of the Main Power Station Site.

12.2 Unexpected marine archaeological remains
12.2.1 Horizon will ensure appropriate arrangements for the discovery of unexpected
marine archaeological remains, for example a Protocol for Archaeological
Discoveries is a requirement of Horizon’s methods of working. This will
identify the reporting mechanism and the process for liaison with Cadw, GAPS
and the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales
(as required) to determine appropriate mitigation, potentially including
temporary cessation of activities in a specified area, in the event of the
discovery of unexpected marine archaeological remains.

12.3 Marine archaeological remains specific to the
Disposal Site
12.3.1 To avoid effects on Assets WA7000 and WA7001, Horizon will establish a
buffer of 50m diameter at the sea surface around these assets, within which
rock disposal will not be permitted.
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